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A brotherhood of
beer in the Dayton area
Pages 6-7

Pale Ale

Stout
Roasted, black color, most
often associated with the
Irish beer Guinness,
can have chocolate or coffee undertones

Made with pale malts,
often have citrus under
tones, hoppy

Men’s basketball season
ends in a thud
Page 11

Amber Ale

IPA

101

Amber colored, generally
sweet, focuses on the malts
often with a hint of fruitness

Bitter flavoring, often have
higher ABV, coloring varies
from light to amber

V

Men’s basketball falls
at Valpo
page 10

Porter

Designed by Heather Clauson

Dark, smokey, mild flavor
with undertones ranging
from toffee to grains

Pilsener
Highly carbonated, low in alcohol, dry, straw coloring

KNOW YOUR FACTS ABOUT BEER
Adam Ramsey
Features Editor
Ramsey.55@Wright.edu

B

eer is a beverage that
is enjoyed daily around
the world, but what is it?
Where does beer get its variety of flavors? How is it made?
According to John Palmer,
author of howtobrew.com,
the process of brewing beer
begins by extracting sugars
from malted barley, which is
the partially germinated seed
of barley. Malteurop.com describes malted barley as the
main ingredient in beer, because it provides basic compo-

nents of beer, like the sugars
and starch to be used by the
yeast for fermentation, as well
as the color.
The malted barley is mixed
in hot water, for a couple of
hours, which will release the
malt sugars from the grain.
This is a process known as
mashing. The sugary liquid
left behind after the malted
barley has been mixed in is
called a “wort.”
After the wort has been
created, it is then placed in a
kettle and boiled, cooking off
the water the malted barley

was mixed with in order to
leave behind the sugars and
other parts of the wort. This
destroys some of the enzymes
that were used in the mashing
process.
Then, Palmer states that the
wort is then boiled with hops,
a flower that is frequently used
in brewing to season the beer
with their signature tangy and
bitter flavor. Hops can also be
used to affect the aroma of the
beer depending on when the
hops are added to the boil. You
can further add to the taste by
adding hops to the boil during

the last 30 minutes, or add to
the aroma if added during the
last ten minutes.
After boiling with hops, the
mixture is then fermented
with yeast. Yeast, a singlecelled fungus that is used in
bread baking, ferments the
sugars that were released
from the malted barley, turning them into alcohol and carbon dioxide.
After the fermentation has
been completed, the beer is
now ready for packaging in
casks, kegs, cans or bottles to
be sold to thirsty customers.
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Tattoo removal cream
a future possibility
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Classifieds
MATTRESSES FOR SALE: Queen Pillow-Top Mattress
Set $149. Twin-Queen Black Diamond Bedroom Groups
$399. Twin-Queen Bed Frames $39. Brand New Overstock Items!!! Call: (937) 668-5111
Dayton Pool Management is now accepting applications and hiring for pool managers, lifeguards and gate
attendants. Please apply online at: www.dayton-pmg.
com/employment/application.

There is No Substitute!

20%

discount, any
smoothie,
with this ad.

• The Original (1973)!
• The Best (#1 in the US for 20 years)!
• The Healthiest (65 natural, protein,
vegan, fruit smoothies)!
Beavercreek Smoothie King
3510 Pentagon Blvd.
937-429-0779
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OPINION

ask.fm/mandyadvice

Q:

Dear Mandy,
I’ve got this
friend, and I
mean that literally… this
is not me, and they won’t
stop bragging about their
significant other. Before
he came along we would
hang out all the time
talking about all sorts of
current events and were
very engaged in animal
cruelty protests, yet now
it’s 100% about him. I have
tried to be understanding
and I have tried to talk to
her about it, but nothing
has changed. Honestly,
there’s only so much you
can say about how ‘super
awesome your adorable
little boyfriend’ is before

I need to go find a more
stimulating conversation
about things that matter.
Don’t get me wrong, I
like talking about my
boyfriend, but there are
serious issues out in the
world. Doesn’t she care
anymore? -No Puppy Love

A:

Dear No Puppy
Love,
Hearing about
someone elses love life can
definitely get tiring, especially when it seems like
they’ve forgotten about
everything else in their life
that ever mattered to them.
Unfortunately there’s nothing you can do to change

3
them without seeming rude.
Usually these people need
time to cool down and ‘ride
out’ the relationship high
they’re on. Once they’re
come back to reality, they’ll
remember what interested
them before, whether that
be sports, traveling, or animal cruelty protests. Don’t
worry, she won’t be like this
forever.
Love,
Mandy

A:

Sam,
A gentleman only
places smart bets
and a gentleman
never asks his ex-girlfriend
for money, regardless of
whether or not she won it
fair and square. Looks like
you’re in a real pickle and
need to get a big-boy job.
Plus, why were you betting
all your money against your
ex-girlfriend anyway? That
just seems like an obvious
no-no. Come on, Sam.
Love,
Mandy

Disclaimer: Ask Mandy
is satirical and intended
for humorous purposes.
The views and opinions
reflected are those of
Mandy, not The Guardian as
an organization.

Q:

Dear Mandy,
I play a lot of
darts and just
recently lost a butt load of
money to my ex-girlfriend.
I needed that money for
rent, but I don’t want her
to know I’m low on money.
How do I go about getting
the money back?-Sam

Student Spotlight: David Baugham
Adam Ramsey
Features Editor
Ramsey.55@wright.edu

B

eing a medical student
involves more than
testing with pen and paper.
It often needs live subjects
to be tested with, to evaluate their interaction with
patients. Freshman supply
chain management major,
David Baugham works as
a simulated patient, which
means he takes on the role
of a person in need of medical attention in order to test
medical students.
Baugham and the remainder of his family got involved
in the business through his
mother, who began working
there while searching for unconventional ways to mix her
love of acting with a typical
day job.
“My mom was always
into acting and it turns out
that she was into making
money as well, so she had
to find that happy medium,”

Baugham said. “She called up
the college and asked if there
were positions open. Turns
out, they had one available,
which is kind of rare, because
the business works through
connections. Eventually they
needed a younger guy, and
then an older husband. Pretty soon, we had the whole
family involved.”
The job, according to
Baugham, consists of learning a script, complete with
background
information,
family history and a typical
lifestyle, as well as performing the set situation, ailment
or sickness in front of a medical student during a mock
examination, in which the
student will be assessed on
his or her performance.
“The students are aware
that I am faking it,” Baugham
said, “but they are not allowed to act like I’m faking it.
If they do, they get docked off
points. Sometimes students
will goof off and act unprofacebook.com/theguardianonline

fessionally, but we’re trained
to always stay in role, so they
often get confused.”
Baugham’s most memorable role was the role he was
given when he first started,
when he filled in for an employee who had called in sick
at the last minute.
“My mom called me up and
said that I needed to do some
acting for them. I’ve acted before so I was pretty confident.
I walked into the room and
everyone burst out laughing,” Baugham said. “I didn’t
know what was happening.
They handed me a script and
rushed me into the room
with the student. Then, I find
out that my character was a
passive-aggressive teenage
boy in a Jewish family, all the
rest of my siblings are white,
and I’m the only black guy
there. But we said I was adopted and pulled it off.”
According to Baugham, it is
important to have the right
mental perspective when ap@wsuguardian

proaching these performances.
“You have to be in the
kind of mindset where
you’re thinking quickly, so
you’re prepared for what’s
in the script and what isn’t,”
Baugham said. “What you
say can’t be something that’s

“The students
are aware that
I am faking it,”
Baugham said,
“but they are not
allowed to act like
I’m faking it.”

completely absurd, because
that will throw the medical
student off. It’s just like any
other acting situation, except
you have to be ready a lot
more to improvise in these
situations as opposed to a
set script where everyone
www.theguardianonline.com

knows what’s happening.”
The importance of being a
simulated patient, according
to Baugham, lies in its preparation of students for their
future careers and more.
“It’s important because not
everyone can act, so when
you can find someone that
can do that, they really need
you,” Baugham said. “It also
teaches medical students to
be professional, even if you
assume something about
the patient. It’s always good
to maintain a professional
appearance, so it prepares
them for the real world.”
Even though he has worked
as a simulated patient for
three years, Baugham still
finds his job enjoyable.
“I like being able to call
myself a professional actor,”
Baugham said. “I’m not an
acting major, nor am I in the
liberal arts, but it does help
with that outlet. I enjoy it and
I don’t get to do it often, so
it’s nice to act and get paid.”
March 11, 2015
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NEWS
Alcohol delivery company Drinkos
planning for Beavercreek locations
Dylan Dohner
News Editor
Dohner.6@wright.edu

Defacing a heritage:
Vandals seek avenues
with famous historical
sites
Olivia Rutherford
News Writer
Rutherford.24@wright.edu

R

ecent news has come
to light about the defacing of the Roman Colosseum by two American tourists
in their twenties. In fact, this
is a growing trend at ancient
heritage sites globally.
The two American tourists
were both female and aged
21 and 25 years old. The
tourists also both hail from
California and though their
names have not been released, it has been confirmed
that they used a coin to carve
their initials into the brick
walls of the Colosseum. The
initials are of a ‘J’ and an ‘N’
and the height of the letters
range at around eight inches.
Although other tourists noticed the incident going on
and informed security, the
crime was also documented
from the two females taking a selfie with the damage.
They may both face a charge
of aggravated damage to a
building with historical and
artistic interest.
Just last year there was
another incident at the Roman Colosseum involving
a 42-year-old Russian man
who attempted to carve his
name into the site. He was
caught by security before finishing the first letter, but was
given a $21,685 fine and a
four-month suspended prison sentence.
The incident with the Russian tourist was just one of
five incidents involving graffiti to the site from the last
year. While these crimes are
mere vandalism, there have
also been cases of X-rated
4
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movies being filmed
at sites like the Pyramids of
Gaza and the Sphinx.
The activist group Greenpeace has been a part of
some recent destruction to
the heritage sites in Peru,
one being the placing of their
flags at Machu Picchu and the
other being the footprints
left on the off-limits area of
the sacred Nazca lines. The
group trekked onto the area
to place cloth letters reading
“Time for change! The future
is renewable! Greenpeace”
with items to keep the letters from blowing away. A
drone was used to take a picture from above the Peruvian
monument and they then left
the area.
However, according to
Peruvian geologist Patricio
Valderrama Murillo, the environment of the area in which
they infringed on is very thin
and sensitive. A simple footprint is now a permanent to
the ancient and irreplaceable artwork.
Although the destruction
of ancient heritage sites,
whether on purpose or accident, is nothing new, the
trend for going against the
rules seems to be picking up.
Movements have been made
in various countries on how
to charge such crimes.
One suggestion for deterring vandals is to be sure to
educate those visiting the
site about the value of the
heritage is represents sites.
This could limit the number
of vandals and possibly encourage witnesses to report
any vandalism they see.
www.theguardianonline.com

D

rinkos, a Cincinnatibased alcohol delivery
service akin to what you’d
see with pizza, is looking to
expand its service into the
Dayton area, and eventually
nationwide.
Drinkos.com, their main
avenue for orders, promises
to offer “fast, convenient
and cashless” beer, wine and
spirits deliveries to a caller’s
door within 30 to 45 minutes. The service also sells
ice, cigarettes and cigars, energy drinks and chips.

After opening their first
Cincinnati location In September 2014, Drinkos had
this to say.
“Drinkos is the natural evolution of delivery service.
No longer does the party
have to be put on hold while
the beer is restocked. Poker
games will never be interrupted again. And the service is great for office happy
hours when everyone wants
to cut loose after a long work
week. Drinkos makes ordering beer, wine or liquor even
easier than ordering a pizza
and we guarantee to get it
there in 45 minutes or less.”

The company recently filed
an application for a liquor
license from the Commerce
Division of Liquor Control,
and plans to operate from 51
Plum Street at The Greene
Town Center, though Drinkos
will have no storefront property or other such type of
retail presence, according to
The Greene’s general manager Steve Willshaw.
Drinkos offers alcohol up
to 42 proof and works in cooperation with local liquor
stores for supply. Purchases
will include a $5 nominal delivery fee.

their electric wheelchairs
or any type of devices they
might have that involve electronics, it may limit their participation in getting back and
forth to class,” Webb said.
Sophomore Sara Steimle
agrees that the tunnels offer
her wheelchair protection
from inclement weather.
“They make it easier for me
to get to class in my wheelchair when it is snowing, and
they protect my wheelchair
when it is raining,” Steimle
said.
The tunnels were a key
factor for Steimle attending
Wright State and it is a game
changer for many others, according to Webb.
“I think when we have students that come here, and if
they are looking at Wright
State, they make it a point
to say the tunnels are a real
factor in terms of their decision to come here. It’s unique
to us, and it’s not something
that they’ve seen during
their university tours in other states or areas of Ohio,”
Webb said.
White Hall is one of the
few buildings that are with-

out tunnel access, though an
above ground walkway is being considered.
“The ground is really low
right there. With the tunnel
we would be above ground
by that point,” Senior Facilities Planner Brad Bubp said.
Another building on campus without tunnel access is
Hamilton Hall.
“We can’t connect to Hamilton Hall. That’s residential,
so we don’t want to connect
that with the tunnel because
there’s no way to seal that off
and be private,” said Bubp.
Webb believes the signage
in the tunnels can be improved on a visual level and
for students that might need
to touch the signs.
“Our students that have the
need for tactile rail or signage may need to actually go
up and touch a certain area
on the wall where the sign is
to figure out what it’s saying.”
Webb believes as Wright
State considers it’s branding
for the future the new signage will follow as soon as
next fall.

Going underground: Tunnel
expansions imminent for new
campus buildings
Alan Hieber
Contributing Writer
Hieber.2@wright.edu

T

he Wright State tunnel
system will soon be
expanded with the addition
of tunnels to the New Classroom Building and the Neuroscience Engineering Collaboration (NEC) building.
There will be a single tunnel circuit connecting University Hall’s basement to
the classroom building next
door. The tunnel in the NEC
building is private since it
will run through animal testing labs. In its place there will
be an enclosed above-ground
walkway.
Director of Disability Services Tom Webb explained
the tunnels are source of
empowerment for students
with sensory or mobile related disabilities and how they
play an important role in
determining how involved a
disabled student can be with
the university.
“There are a lot of students
who come to Wright State
that, if the tunnels were not
an option, and they had to go
out into the elements with

@wsuguardian
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NEWS 5
WSU research institute takes to the
skies with $14 million grant
Olivia Rutherford
News Writer
Rutherford.24@wright.edu

T

he Wright State Research Institute (WSRI)
has been granted a sevenyear contract totaling $14
million for aerospace sensor
work.
The U.S. Air Force’s Department of Defense announced
on Friday, March 6 that the
WSRI will be working with
the Sensor and Information
Research Center for Understanding Systems (SIRCUS)
program on a seven-year
long contract. WSRI has been
working to become one of the
finest research organizations
and this new contract will
certainly put Wright State
University closer to that goal.
This new work will be
done at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base (WPAFB) in Fair-

born, Ohio along with the Air
Force Research Laboratory
(AFRL). Should the sensor
research be successful, WSRI
plans to hire for more positions that will be available
down the road.
The SICUS program is one
that looks to support a multidisciplinary research of fundamental sensing and sensor
exploitation
technologies.
This new contracted program
is being led by Brian Rigling,
Ph.D., who is the Chair of
Wright State’s Department
of Electrical Engineering as
well as the Director of Sensor Systems Research for the
WSRI.
Recently, Wright State University has nearly doubled
the size of its research institute from 69 employees to
120. Of those new employees, there is Michael Deis

who was the former leader of
the sensors directorate at the
AFRL. The success of WSRI
since its launch in 2007 in
proving to be continuous and
a great achievement for the
Wright State community.
George Heddleston, from
the Public Relations department at WSRI, said, “Ten
professionals along with a
number of students, from
undergraduate to graduate
students (mostly engineering students), will work in
this sensors exploitation research.”
While the WSRI is still only
in its eighth year, the institute is gaining a great following and is looking ahead
to the future of scientific and
technological research.

Fairfield flapjacks:
IHOP makes its rise in
Beavercreek
Olivia Rutherford
News Writer
Rutherford.24@wright.edu

T

he buzz has been
around for a while now,
but the news is now finalized: The city of Beavercreek
will be a proud location of an
IHOP.
The construction of a new
4,982 square foot IHOP restaurant was approved on
Monday March 9 by the Beavercreek City Council.
This new restaurant is to
be located at 2460 North
Fairfield Road which is at
the southeast corner of Com-

mons Boulevard and North
Fairfield Road. The lot is the
one just northeast of the
Target store and parking lot
with Abuelo’s occupying the
lot south of it. The location
will have around 40 parking
spots for customers.
Construction will begin
next month and should be
open for business by the end
of the summer. This location
will be the first of many Dayton area IHOPs and many citizens of the area are anxious
for the hot cakes that IHOP
will bring to the Beavercreek
community.

Explore world languages and cultures Fall 2015. Be there.

Start a language with beginner-level offerings:
Arabic
Chinese
French
German

Italian
Japanese
Russian
Spanish

ARA 4210 Intro to Media Arabic
CHI 3250 Business Chinese
FR 4910 Histoire du cinéma français
GER 3250 Business German

Previous experience? Take the placement test:
http://liberal-arts.wright.edu/modernlanguages/programs/placement-testing

Study culture and literature taught in English:
ML 3990-05 Lorca: Life & Works Translated (4:40-7:20 W)

Join us to study the life and selected works of Federico García
Lorca, one of Spain's most intriguing literary figures. Students will
also use insights gained in class to participate behind-the-scenes
in the staging of Lorca's "Blood Wedding" with the Dept. of
Theatre, Dance and Motion Pictures. Open to all languages and
majors. Don't miss this fun and unique opportunity!

facebook.com/theguardianonline

Continue your language studies:

@wsuguardian

JPN 3110 Japanese Conversation
SPN 4710 Spanish as a World Language

Department of Modern Languages
325 Millett Hall
(937) 775-2641
www.wright.edu/ml
https://www.facebook.com/wsumodernlang
@modernlang

www.theguardianonline.com
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A Brotherhood of beer

A brewing community working together for
better beer
Leah Kelley
Editor-in-Chief
Kelley.90@Wright.edu

T

he craft beer scene
in Dayton isn’t just a
community, but a brotherhood. With breweries like
Warped Wing, Toxic Brew
and Yellow Springs Brewery
so close together, it’s hard to
imagine the owners would
form friendships or share a
customer base, but that is exactly what is happening.
“We work together, because craft beer fans don’t
just fall in love with one
brewery or one beer. It’s
liquid exploration and
there’s enough for all of
us to co-exist,” Nick Bowman of Warped Wing
Brewery said. “We’re all
small businesses and if
we can help each other
out, we will.”
The Dayton brewers work
together as a collaborative
group. When Warped Wing
Brewery celebrated their
one-year anniversary earlier
this year, there were so many
overflow guests that many of

them walked down the street
to Toxic Brew.
“On Warped Wing’s one
year anniversary, we at Toxic
had one of our top five best
nights ever, because Warped
Wing was packed. What’s
good for them is good for
us and what’s good for us is
good for them,” Shane Juhl,
the owner of Toxic Brew
Company, said.
When Toxic Brew experienced technical difficulties
with some of their machinery, the first call they made
was to Yellow Springs Brew-

“

It’s liquid
exploration, and
there’s enough for all
of us to co-exist.

ness people, it’s a weird
model.”
While competition does
exist between them, Nate
Cornett of Yellow Springs
Brewery explained that there
are enough tap handles and
enough bars in Dayton that
they can all co-exist.
“Will it get more cut
throat?” Cornett said. “Probably, but I like to think we’ll
always be friendly. It might
just be a more exciting
friendship.”
Juhl at Toxic Brew explained that due to the small
size of the local breweries,
there is more than enough
room for all to succeed.
“When I walk into a bar
and I want to sell my beer
there, I don’t want to take
Yellow Springs off the tap.
I want to take Blue Moon
or Yuengling, things that
people realize they can get in
a can that doesn’t need to be
on draft anymore,” Juhl said.
The breweries are in agreement, they’re all in this together.

“

ery to see if they could use
the equipment there. Yellow Springs Brewery happily
obliged.
“That’s what you do for
your neighbor and your
friends,” Juhl said. “For busi-

Pictured from Left to right: Jeff Fortney, John Haggerty, Joe Waizmann, Patrick Sullivan, Nate Cornett, SHane Juhl, and
NIck Bowman at Warped Wing Brewery						
Photos by Leah Kelley
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Jeff Heater and his wife at the barrel house on 3rd street

Barrel House educating
for better beer—and a
good time
 uild your own six pack or
B
stay a while with a pint
Leah Kelley
Editor-in-Chief
Kelley.90@wright.edu

A

s Dayton’s beer community continues to
evolve, there’s a spot on East
Third St. with open doors,
ready to educate beer newcomers and supply locals
with quality craft beer. The
Barrel House’s mission is to
educate to better beer, according to owner and Wright
State graduate Jeff Heater,
who built the business from
an unusable space into one
that’s standing room only on
the weekends.
“There are three areas
to the store,” Heater said.
“There’s the lounge area, the
bottle shop in the middle and
the actual bar.” Customers
can stop in for a pint, or build
their own six-pack from an
extensive wall of options.
The Barrel House is one of
the few carryout beer locations downtown.
“If someone comes in and
says, ‘I’m used to a traditional American Pilsner,’ we
can recommend them something. Or someone says they
like fruity stuff, we can find
them something new,” Heater said.
The Barrel House opened
at the start of 2015 after a
long journey of renovation.
The front room was completely empty with a single
light bulb hanging in the
back. With a blank canvas to
work with, Heater did much
of the construction work
himself, occasionally em-

facebook.com/theguardianonline

ploying local specialists and
friends.
When Heater started the
process of opening The Barrel House two years ago,
there were few breweries in
the area. Now with a budding
beer community, The Barrel
House is thriving.
“I’m a retail spot,” Heater
said. “I’m not brewing beer,
but the breweries are my
best friends. We don’t just
sell beer because it’s from
Dayton. We’re going to have
better beer. We try to keep
it fresh and rotating. Just
because you made it here
doesn’t make it good and
that doesn’t mean we’re going to serve it.”
However, several options
on the menu were from local brewers, such as Yellow
Springs Brewery, which was
also a popular customer order.
“We’re just trying to get
people in and let people
know we’re here,” Heater
said. “Of course, we’re still
reminding people we are a
bottle shop. Come here after
work and buy a six-pack. We
had some Wright State medical school students from The
Cannery Apartments come
up front, open their laptops
and have a pint, which was
exactly what we wanted.
Even after just being open
a few weeks, I already have
regular customers.”
For more information, go
to www.barrelhousetap.com
or stop in at their location at
417 East Third St. in Dayton.
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Yellow Springs Brewery: A balanced brewery close to home
Leah Kelley
Editor-in-Chief
Kelley.90@wright.edu

N

ate Cornett always
knew Yellow Springs
Brewery was going to be a
tourist attraction and also a
great success. Located conveniently off the bike path, Yellow Springs Brewery holds a
strong presence in the Dayton beer community.
“I never expected to run
out of beer six weeks after
we opened,” Cornett said. “I
think if you’re going to be a

small business owner, you
need to plan for success.
That’s what I tell the brewers
now. Start as big as you can
and plan on being successful.”
Cornett has collaborated
with breweries in Cleveland
and Columbus, as well as the
Great Lakes Brewery.
“If you would’ve told me
two years ago when we were
opening that we’d be doing
a collaboration with Great
Lakes I would’ve laughed.

They’re the grandfathers
that started it all.”
With a constantly changing
selection of beers, there are a
few that have stood the test
of time as customer favorites.
“We have our core brands
like Captain Stardust, Handsome and the Night Saison,
among others. We want to
provide beer that’s balanced.
It’s exhausting to always be
hit over the head with huge
flavors all the time,” Cornett
said. “I can only drink so

much 9%.”
With a barrel program in
place and also a showcase for
local artists, Yellow Springs
Brewery is focused on expanding, whether that is
through new equipment or
by canning.
“At the end of the day, I
still have the vision for this
company. What drives you
after you get started is just
to get better,” Cornett said.
“It starts out about you, but
where we’re at now, it’s really about everybody else.”

Nate Cornett at Yellow Springs Brewery

Shane Juhl shows where Toxic brews its beer

Toxic: Pick your poison
Big beers and a big personality
Nick Bowman at Warped Wing Brewery

Photos by Leah Kelley

Share a pint and make a friend
at Warped Wing Brewery
Leah Kelley
Editor-in-Chief
Kelley.90@wright.edu

J

ust past their first anniversary, Warped Wing
Brewery has already made
its mark on the Dayton community. Their craft beer is not
only sold in their taproom,
but in local stores and on tap
at numerous bars across the
area.
“Our mantra came to us
by default, ‘Share a pint, and
make a friend,’ because the
whole craft category is about
sharing, talking about craft
beer and ultimately making
friends,” Nick Bowman, head
of marketing and sales, said.
Warped Wing Brewery
has certainly gone through
a transformation from when

the journey began five years
ago. Now with a barrel age
program and a canning line,
Warped Wing is well on its
way to revolutionizing the
Dayton beer industry.
“You put bourbon aged on
anything and people seem to
come. We started with a few
barrels in a small project, but
we have grown it quite a bit
this year. We have a canning
line as well. We were the first
brewery to can beer here in
over 54 years,” Bowman said.
“There’s a can revolution going on right now with craft
beer, due to the recyclability
factor, the lesser weight and
lower shipping costs.”
The brewery is housed in
the old Buckeye Iron and
Brassworks Foundry. Warped

facebook.com/theguardianonline

Wing has maintained several original features of the
old foundry in their current
building, as well as numerous features from the building’s days as a nightclub.
“One of the things we’re
very proud of is we re-used
and repurposed a lot of the
materials not only from the
old Brass and Iron Foundry,
but also from the nightclub
and music venue,” Bowman
said.
Warped Wing distributes
to the Dayton market and has
just launched into the Cincinnati area. With an expanding
business, a busy taproom
and many loyal customers,
Warped Wing Brewery is
bound to be a Dayton classic.
@wsuguardian

Leah Kelley
Editor-in-Chief
Kelley.90@wright.edu

A

fter 12 years as a research scientist for
the government, Shane Juhl
dropped everything to take
his love of brewing beer to
the next level. Now with
a 130-year-old building
turned into a thriving brewery and taproom, Juhl’s beer
experiments are now some
of the most popular brews it
the heart of Dayton.
“You have to do what you
think you’ll love doing forever. I’d do it differently if I had
to do it again, but I’d still do
it again in a heartbeat,” Juhl
said.
Toxic is all about big beers,
with the average ABV being
8 percent. The name Toxic
came from an experiment
gone wrong in Juhl’s home
brewing days, where instead
of a tasty concoction, he was
left with a sludge he called,
www.theguardianonline.com

“liquid gold.”
“We didn’t even know what
was in it at that point,” Juhl
said. “Someone called the
mixture ‘toxic,’ and I was like,
‘There it is!’”
Unsure if the name would
turn off customers or not,
Juhl came to the conclusion
that five percent were going
to hate the name, 15 percent
would drink the beer purely
because of the name and the
other 80 percent wouldn’t
care what the name was; all
they would want is quality
craft beer and that he could
serve them.
“All I want is better beer
and more of it,” Juhl said. “Day
to day, nobody should notice
the difference between your
beers, but year-to-year, they
should. They should come
back and say, ‘This is better.’ It takes slow changes to
get your beer right-on. You
should critique your product
to the fullest.”
March 11, 2015
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What’s your favorite bar?

8 PHOTO
Caitlin Kern, a WSU
sophomore, likes
hanging out at Bar
Louie.

Sophomore Autumn
Kenser likes W. O.
Wright’s.

Junior Alex Keen
loves King’s
Table.

Cameron Myers, a
junior at WSU, likes
The Pub.

Tom Nickolas, a WSU
junior, fancies Pies and
Pints.

Wright State’s own
DJ 4 Seasons enjoys
W. O. Wright’s

Tattoo removal cream in the future
Adrienne Lohr
Features Writer
Lohr.8@wright.edu

I

Tom Riordan’s tattoos done by John Barrett (shin) and Alex Ellis (feet)
Photo by Courtney Barker
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f you’re looking to easily erase the remains of
the fateful night when you
branded your forearm with
that unsightly tattoo, then
you may be in luck. Alec
Falkenham, a pathology student at Dalhousie University,
is developing a topical cream
that could potentially make
tattoo removal much easier.
The cream works by targeting macrophages that
contain the tattoo ink and replacing them with new cells
that will gradually fade tattoo ink.
Dr. Matthew Bakos, a physician with the Dermatologists of Southwest Ohio, sees
potential in the cream.
“It’s an interesting idea,”
Bakos said. “The ink in the
macrophages fades with
time anyway, so a cream remover that targets those
cells can definitely be an effective removal method that
could work quickly.”
Falkenham is optimis-

@wsuguardian

tic about the success of the
cream, claiming that it’ll be
safer than laser tattoo removal.
“When comparing it to laser-based tattoo removal, in
which you see the burns, the
scarring, the blisters, in this
case, we’ve designed a drug
that doesn’t really have much
off-target effect,” Falkenham
said to CBC News Canada.
“We’re not targeting any of
the normal skin cells, so you
won’t see a lot of inflammation. In fact, based on the
process that we’re actually
using, we don’t think there
will be any inflammation at
all and it would actually be
anti-inflammatory.”
While laser removal can
also cost hundreds of dollars with several sessions to
get the job done, Falkenham
predicts that his cream will
also be a more cost effective
removal method, costing approximately $4.50 per treatment on a 10-by-10 centimeter tattoo.
While the idea of an easier
removal method may sound
facebook.com/theguardianonline

interesting, many Wright
State students don’t seem interested in the drug.
Sophomore Nursing student Joe Harris said, “When

“We’ve designed
a drug that
doesn’t really
have much offtarget effect.”

I get my tattoos, I don’t plan
on getting anything I’m going to regret later, so tattoo
removal won’t be something
I’m concerned with.”
Sophomore Katie Fifield
echoes this stance. “If I get
a tattoo, and I know that
it’s permanent, it will mean
more to me,” she said.
So far, the product has
only been tested on the tattooed ears of pigs. Falkenham doesn’t know when his
cream will be released into
the market or how many
treatments will be necessary
to fully remove tattoos at this
time.

SPORTS 9
Women’s basketball: Raiders close out regular
season with win
Postseason begins Wednesday
Lee Barker III
Barker.94@wright.edu
Sports Writer

W

right State finished
the regular season
with a 91-73 win over Wisconsin-Milwaukee last Saturday closing out the regular
season with 23 wins and finished in second place in the
Horizon League (12-4). WSU
led the conference in scoring
with 77.7 points per game
and rebounds with 45.8 per
game.
“We’re in the exact same
position as we were last
year,” WSU head coach Mike
Bradbury said. “23 wins, 12
wins in the league and finished second. This is who
we are and we know who we
are.”
Mingo awarded
With an average of 22.6
points per game guard
Tay’ler Mingo has ranked
at the top of the NCAA and
Horizon League all season
making her a finalist for the
Lieberman Award. She also
leads the Horizon League
with an average of 3 steals
and 5.4 assists per game.
On Monday, Mingo was
named the Horizon League’s
Player of the Year.
Mingo has set new WSU
records this season for senior scoring, free throws
made and attempted and is
105 points behind Kim Dem-

mings for total points in a
season.
Stanton Watch
WSU senior forward Tayler
Stanton is second in the Horizon League with an average
of 10.8 rebounds per game
on the season. She averages
8.5 points per game and has
17 double-doubles this season. She ranks in the top five
in the Horizon League with
a 52.7 field-goal percentage
and is climbing the WSU career leaderboard with an average of .504.
Her 826 career rebounds
ranks fourth in WSU history
and her career average of 9.2
rebounds per game ranks
third.
Raiders sign Raven Ferguson
WSU signed former Ohio
State guard Raven Ferguson for the 2015-16 season.
Ferguson played three seasons at OSU and averaged
7.1 points per game but was
dismissed by OSU due to a
violating team rules. She had
her best season last year with
an average of 10.8 points per
game and made the Big Ten’s
Honorable Mention list.
Up Next
The Raiders will host Oakland at the Nutter Center
tonight at 7 for the quarterfinals round of the Horizon League Championships.
WSU defeated Oakland twice
this season.

HL Player of the Year Tay’ler Mingo with family

Photo by: Justin Boggs

Abby Jump on Senior Day

Women’s basketball: The class that
changed WSU
Raiders honored 5 seniors last weekend
Lee Barker III
Barker.94@wright.edu
Sports Writer

W

right State finished
the regular season
last Saturday against Wisconsin-Milwaukee with a 9173 win after WSU honored
the five seniors on its roster
this season: Tay’ler Mingo,
Tayler Stanton, Breanna
Stucke, Courtney Boyd and
Abby Jump.
“This is the class that came
and changed Wright State,”
said WSU head coach Mike
Bradbury who was named as
the Horizon League’s Coach
of the Year Monday. “It wasn’t
me. When they got here, everything changed and we
started winning.”
Mingo leads the team and
Horizon League with 22.6
points, 5.4 assists and 3 steals
per game. She was named as
Horizon League Player of the
Year on Monday.
“We talk in honest terms;
she’s the best player,” Bradbury said. “We need her to
be the best player and that’s
what she does.”
Before this class came to
WSU in 2011, the women’s
basketball program did not

have much success. Since
they arrived, the Raiders are
82-47 overall and the five
seniors along with injured
guard Kim Demmings led the
program to its first ever Horizon League Championship
and NCAA Tournament appearance last year.
“We all came in with a
dream and we did it together,” Jump said. “We didn’t
know what was going to happen.”
The seniors have succeeded this season individually
and as a team. WSU led the
Horizon League in scoring
with 77.8 points per game,
45.8 rebounds per game and
finished second with a 12-4
conference record.
“This has been a special group,” Bradbury said.
“They’re talented, they’re unselfish and they’re humble.”
Stanton ranks second in
the conference and leads the
team with 10.8 rebounds per
game.
Stucke
averages
10.1
points and 7.2 rebounds
per game on the season and
became the all-time games
played leader in WSU history
with 129.

Boyd is second on WSU’s
all-time games played list
(126) and averaged 10.1
points per game with a teamhigh 65 three pointers on the
season.
Jump made 32 3 pointers
this year and has a team high
.464 percentage from behind
the arc.
“I’m glad they’re here,”
said Bradbury. “When they
signed, there hadn’t been
one winning season in the
history of Wright State. They
came on a dream. Last year
and this year, they are all
coming true.”
The players claim to have
good chemistry together.
They live together and have
formed what they see as lifelong friendships.
“We’ve been together
a long time,” Stucke said.
“We’ve made friendships
that will never be broken.”
The Raiders finished the
regular season exactly the
same as last season with 23
wins, 12 Horizon League
wins and second place in the
standings. Postseason play
begins tonight at the Nutter
Center against Oakland at 7.

Photo by Justin Boggs
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AM Management
Summer Work Program
FREE housing in a select building with
FULL-TIME employment
LIMITED POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Previous summer employees must reapply
HOUSEKEEPING POSITIONS - cleaning, bed
configurations, floors, etc
OFFICE POSITIONS - data entry and auditing
GROUNDS POSITIONS - mowing, mulch,
fertilizing, grounds pick-up, etc
MAINTENANCE POSITIONS - parts runner, light
maintenance tasks, etc

Tweets

of
the week

Check out our website!
www.wright.edu/housing/amsummer
You may apply online, or pick up an
application at any of the community offices or
the Office of Residence Services. Applications
are due no later than
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 at 4:00pm
For further information, please contact Housing
Maintenance at 775-4141.

Summer@SINCLAIR
Get Ahead. Catch Up.
WWW.SINCLAIR.EDU/SUMMER
Make the most of your summer: earn credits at Sinclair. Check out
available courses and ask your advisor how Sinclair courses can
transfer back to Wright State University. Take 8- or 12-week classes
at one of our convenient locations or online.
LEARN MORE WWW.SINCLAIR.EDU/SUMMER
Summer Full Term: May 18–August 9 • Summer B Term: June 15–August 9

BEST ROAD TO YOUR FUTURE
Dayton | Eaton | Englewood | Huber Heights | Mason | Online
10
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SPORTS 11
Men’s basketball: Raiders finish
forgettable season

Photo by Justin Boggs

WSU spoils large lead
Justin Boggs
Sports Editor
Boggs.59@wright.edu

C

HICAGO – Despite a dismal regular season, a run
through the Horizon League
Championships could have
dampened the pain of Wright
State’s doldrums. However, the
Raiders had an agonizing finish to their season last Tuesday,
blowing a 19-point halftime
lead.
WSU lost to Illinois-Chicago
60-57 in the first round of the
league tournament.
WSU’s overall record was 1120, its first 20-loss season in
nearly two decades.
When Wright State started
the season with a victory over
Belmont, who clinched an NCAA
Tournament berth last weekend, it would not have been farfetched to expect the Raiders to
compete for a Horizon League
title.
Instead, for the first time
in three years, the Raiders
watched last night’s Horizon
League Championship game on
television. The Raiders’ season
came to a close last week at UIC
marking a franchise worst 10game losing streak.

“Almost every game has been
about one more stop,” Wright
State head coach Billy Donlon
said. “It is why we didn’t get it
done. One more stop, one more
score, every single game. I can
go back and name every single
game where in the final five
minutes (it was close), but we
couldn’t get the job done.”
WSU lost 55 man games due
to injury. Leading defender Kendall Griffin, leading scorer JT
Yoho and key frontcourt reserve
Steven Davis missed the majority of conference play with injuries. Senior guard Reggie Arceneaux played through a foot
injury most of the season.
After last week’s loss, Donlon said goodbye to Arceneaux,
Griffin and Chrishawn Hopkins.
Arceneaux and Griffin played all
four of their collegiate seasons
at WSU, while Hopkins joined
the Raiders for his junior season after playing two seasons at
Butler.
“They have been exemplary
people and to be fair to them,
this was a hard year,” Donlon
said. “If you knew the first week
of the year that we would have
all these injuries, you would
redshirt the three seniors because they can get a do-over.
Those are things you don’t get

in Division I. They don’t get to
come back, they don’t get another shot.”
The Raiders started the season 8-4 despite beginning the
season without several key players. Yoho was suspended the
first three games of the season
following a DUI arrest. Guard
Mark Howell missed the first
two games of the season with an
alcohol charge. And center Tavares Sledge was released early
in preseason camp after Donlon
found a gun in Sledge’s car.
The Raiders return a squad
that will have three experienced
seniors along with four freshmen who played huge roles at
times this year.
“The feeling cannot be, ‘Hey,
we bring a lot of guys back,’”
Donlon said. “You’ll stay defeated, you’ll stay in the basement. You have to come back
with some vinegar in your mentality… Everyone in the locker
room feels bad now but in three
weeks, how bad will you feel
when you need to work? That
will be the question.”
Immediately after last week’s
game, Donlon hit the recruiting
trail. He instantly offered scholarships to a pair of second-year
junior college players from Hill
College, the No. 3 ranked team
in the NJCAA rankings.

Greg Lovelady said.
Scholtens transferred to
Wright State after pitching
two years at Diablo Valley
Junior College. Even before
stepping foot on the mount
for WSU in a regular season
game, Lovelady said that
Scholtens has the potential
to be an early MLB Draft pick.
The reason Scholtens could
get a look from big league
scouts: He is a 6-foot-4 righthander with a booming fastball.
He has the numbers early
this season to back up his resume. In four starts this season, Scholtens has thrown
21 strikeouts and has a 1.05
ERA.
When Scholtens arrived at
WSU, it took a while for him
to warm up to being around
his teammates, according to

Lovelady.
“He let his work ethic and
success on the field in the
fall do the talking,” Lovelady
said. “You’ve definitely seen
him start to come out of his
shell a little bit more.”
Not being familiar with the
WSU program also makes
Scholtens success more impressive, according to Lovelady.
“It’s hard for a guy to come
in and be a leader right away
when you haven’t been to
the program,” Lovelady said.
“Most of the time, you’ve got
guys that have been in the
program that know the system.”
Lovelady noted that Scholtens’ competiveness on the
mound could be a spark for
the team as a whole.
“When they know some-

By the numbers
Raiders men’s basketball:

10
20
55
59

Program’s longest losing streak
Most losses in single season by
WSU since 1996-97.
Man games lost due to injury
3-pointers made by Grant
Benzinger

Raider Spotlight: Scholtens showing big league potential
Alan Hieber
Hieber.2@wright.edu
Contributing Sports Writer

T

his Wright State newcomer from California
has proven to be a driven
competitor on the mound in
the young baseball season,
which could draw the eyes of
professional scouts.
Starting pitcher Jesse
Scholtens has already had
success against two ranked
teams this season by pitching six innings without an
earned run and getting the
victory against Ole Miss and
pitching 5 2/3 innings of
work against the University
of Miami.
“I felt like even last week
against Miami, he didn’t have
his best stuff, but he just
competed and was able to
get out of jams and manage
situations,” WSU head coach

facebook.com/theguardianonline
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body is out there working
hard as he does they compete
as hard as he does,” Lovelady
said. “They want to go out
there and try to get him the
win.”
Scholtens was interested in
moving somewhere that is a
little different than California.
“I was excited to experience a different part of the
country. It’s something that
is completely different than
from where I’m from. Where
I live there’s no snow,” Scholtens said.
Though beating a ranked
team is nice, Scholtens would
rather not worry about how
talented the opponent is.
“I think we can compete
with any team whether
they’re ranked or not,” Scholtens said. “I think it was just
www.theguardianonline.com

another game for us, and we
proved that we can play anybody.”
Scholtens has already collected hardware this season
by being selected as the Horizon League Pitcher of the
Week. Scholtens does not see
the honor as an individual
accolade though.
“It’s nice, but it’s more important for my team than I
think for me,” Scholtens said.
“I wouldn’t have been able to
win that game if my defense
wasn’t playing behind me.
It’s more of a team award
than just me.”
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O is for Operation: A girl asks “Who am I?” in the wake of her surgery
Dylan Dohner
News Editor
Dohner.6@wright.edu

N

early a year after
her surgery, former
Wright State student Savannah Olaker is still coping with, and learning
anew, the things she lost.
Namely, memories of herself and the people close
to her.
“It was as if my life
was on a chalkboard, and
someone just threw a
bucket of water on it and
washed it away,” Olaker
said.
The months leading up
to her scheduled surgery
in April of 2014 were
punctuated with bouts of
intense internal pain and
frequent visits to her GYN at
the Indu and Raj Soin Medical Center in Beavercreek,
OH.
After undergoing multiple
tests, an ultrasound, shots
and blood sampling it was
determined that Olaker, at
the time 19, could have stage
2 endometriosis, a fairly
common disease in which
tissue that normally grows
inside the uterus grows outside it.
But according to Olaker,
“The tricky thing about endometriosis is that you can’t
simply see it with an ultrasound, so they could only
guess that endometriosis
was the cause of all my suffering. The only way to diagnose it is with surgery.”
The surgery could either

occur in the middle of April
or the end of May. Olaker
couldn’t bear the growing
pains, however, and opted
for the April date, which happened to fall one week before
final exams at WSU. The sur-

started telling me where I
was, that I just had surgery,
but I didn’t understand anything she was saying,” Olaker
said. “They kept asking me
my name and I just couldn’t
answer. I didn’t know.”
Then a woman came
in, but Olaker could not
place who she was and
cried. “I asked her who
she was and she said,
‘Savannah, I’m your
mom. Do you not know
who I am?’”
She recalled beeps,
people rushing around,
blood pressure spikes
and an anesthesiologist shouting for her
to “shut up and relax.”
Everything then went
Photo provided by Savannah Olaker dark again.
gery, a Laparoscopy & HysAfter waking the second
teroscopy combination, was
time, Olaker remembered
on April 17.
little things: neurology tests,
“I’d never had a surgery as
CAT scans and more blood
serious as this, so I was very
work. She also remembered
nervous,” Olaker said. “I was
people coming in who told
nervous about the IV, the
her they were her family. She
hospital stay, but mostly that
recalled her younger sister
I would wake up during the
Veronica running out of the
surgery.”
room after being met with
The surgery in Raj Soin
Olaker’s blank stare.
lasted between one and two
A neurologist was consulthours. Olaker did end up
ed to help determine the exhaving the endometriosis
tent of Olaker’s affliction, and
her GYN had speculated was
luckily CAT and MRI scans
causing her so much pain.
were negative in finding
Additionally, the surgery reserious lasting issues. Mulvealed an ovarian cyst, diagtiple medical opinions were
nosing her with Polycystic
obtained, which varied on a
Ovarian Syndrome as well. It
length of a month to a year
was removed.
as a recovery guesstimate,
The next thing Olaker rethat it would have to “take its
called was waking up.
course.”
“A nurse came over and
The days following the sur-

P is for Paranormal
Leah Kelley
Editor-in-Chief
Kelley.90@wright.edu

B

elieve what you will
about hauntings and
ghosts, fascinating records of
mystery and magic are scattered across Ohio libraries
and online databases. Even
within Dayton, from her cemeteries to her metro parks,
stories of the paranormal exist.
Trebein Road is believed
to be haunted by the ghost of
a dead bride who was flung
from her carriage after hit-

ting a rock. Some believe
that if she touches you, she
will regain her beauty.
Antioch College in Yellow
Springs also has an interesting mystery, according to
Greene County Ohio Exploration Society, which surrounds
a little boy in Dodd Hall who
is looking for a friend. Some
believe he haunts the halls
and pounces on current students as they walk the halls
at night.
Beavercreek’s Carpenter
Road is home to a mid-1970’s
man who hung himself from
a tree. Reports say he can be

seen on foggy nights moaning as he walks.
According to Forgottenoh.
com, Frankenstein’s Castle
at Hills and Dales Park was
supposedly the final resting
place of a group of teenagers who were electrocuted
within the tower. Legend has
it that when lightning flashes
their silhouettes can be seen
inside.
In addition to these four
locations, Woodland Cemetery, Caesar’s Creek, John
Bryan State Park and many
others are said to be haunted
as well. 

gery were difficult. Olaker,
with the help of people who
claimed to be her big sister
and father, attempted to try
walking again.
“I knew what people meant
when they said things. I retained all my motor skills,”
said Olaker. “I just forgot…
people. My personal memories.”
Olaker, afflicted with what
is called Post-op Amnesia,
also didn’t know who she
herself was. It took her days
just to get her own name
down. All memories of her
life before the surgery were
gone.
“She was terrified. Even
when she came home she
was in a child-like state,” said
Olaker’s mother, Shawn.
She did retain a few skills
from before the surgery, like
her ability to play guitar.
Things like this, along with
her ability to read and understand language and the
meanings of words, remained
intact. Additionally, Olaker
recalled having dreams that
she could paint.
“She woke up one day
while in the hospital and said
she needed stuff to paint. She
said, ‘I just had a dream. I can
paint!’” Shawn said. Three
days after the surgery, when
the Olakers had requested to
return to their home, Shawn
purchased materials for her
daughter to paint with, despite having no ability or desire to paint prior to the surgery. She has since enjoyed
the activity with a passion

and even sells a few of her
works online.
The Olakers and close
friends aided Savannah
tremendously during the
months that followed. Her
mother, a photographer on
the side, showed her pictures and videos of her life
and helped her reconnect to
those memories much more
quickly.
When asked what percentage of her life Olaker can
currently remember, “I’d say
about 60 percent.”
Things did, and still do,
come back to her. “We’ve
found that if someone starts
a story about me or people
I was with, I can sometimes
finish it. Sometimes just talking to old friends can trigger
certain memories. It’s quite
fascinating,” Olaker said.
Today, nearly one year
later, Olaker, 20, is living life
again with full independence.
She has redeveloped powerful friendships, lives with her
family in Greenfield, OH, and
works as a Pharmacy Technician at Stewart’s Pharmacy.
She was no longer interested
in pursuing a business degree at Wright State, thinking
her energies and interests
are better-suited elsewhere
for the time being.
“This has been a journey for all of us, coping and
dealing with the unknown,”
Shawn Olaker said.
Savannah Olaker plans to
write and illustrate a book on
her experiences.
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